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Over the past few years diffusion-controlled systems have been shown to share a 
common set of interfacial morphologies. The singular nature of the microscopic 
dynamics of surface tension and kinetic growth far from equilibrium are critical 
to morphology selection, with special importance attributed to the anisotropy of 
these effects. The morphologies which develop can be organized via a morphol- 
ogy diagram according to the driving force and the effective anisotropy. We focus 
on the properties of the dense-branching morphology (DBM) which appears for 
sufficiently weak effective anisotropy, and the nature of morphology transitions 
between the DBM and dendritic growth stabilized by either surface tension or ki- 
netic effects. The DBM is studied in the Hele-Shaw cell, and its structure analyzed 
by linear stability analysis. A comparison is made between the power spectrum 
of the structure and the stability analysis. We then provide a detailed account of 
the morphology diagram and morphology transitions in an anisotropic Hele-Shaw 
cell. Theoretically the question of morphology transitions is addressed within the 
boundary-layer model by computing selected velocities as a function of the un- 
dercooling for different values of the surface tension and the kinetic term. We 
argue that the fastest growing morphology is selected whether it is the DBM. 
surface tension dendrites, or kinetic dendrites. A comparison is made with our 
experimental results in electrochemical deposition for the correspondence between 
growth velocities and morphology transitions. 
Over the past several years unifying principles 
governing the development of interfacial patterns have 
been arrived at after intensive study of theoretical 
models and experimental systems. It is now recog- 
nized that structures whose growth is diffusion-con- 
trolled share a common set of possible interfacial pat- 
terns and that a correspondence can be made between 
the control parameters which determine the selected 
morphology in these systems. Although simple scal- 
ing between systems may not be realizable, qualita- 
tive rules of morphology correspondence have been 
established by insightful identification of these con- 
trol parameters. The macroscopic controls are self- 
evident, e.g., undercooling in solidification, supersat- 
uration in precipitation, voltage drop in electrochem- 
ical deposition, or pressure differential in viscous fin-- 
gering. The critical advance in understanding has 
been the discovery of the mathematically singular na- 
ture of the microscopic dynamics of crystalline aniso- 
tropy, growth kinetics, and surface tensionlm3. Thus, 
it is now possible to speak broadly and say that when 
noise dominates the dynamics of the interface, the 
pattern which evolves has structure on many length 
scales, is likely to be fractal, and to resemble the com- 
puter generated diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) 
morphology 4.5; in the presence of surface tension and 
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either weak or vanishing anisotropy the evolved pat- 
tern is characterized by a dense-branching morphol- 
ogy (DBM) resulting from the repeated tip-splitting 
of advancing fingers 6; faceted crystal growth devel- 
ops for weak driving force and strong effective ani- 
sotropy; and, dendritic crystal growth can be stabi- 
lized by anisotropy in either the surface tension or 
the kinetics of attachment at higher driving force. It 
is to be emphasized that the control parameter regime 
of appearance of a morphology is the result of sys- 
tem dependent competition between microscopic and 
macroscopic dynamics producing. “effective” surface 
tensions, anisotropies, and driving forces. Though the 
bulk of the research has been on two-dimensional sys- 
tems, the extension to three-dimensions is in progress. 
For a given system these results are best summarized 
in a morphology diagram delineating the selected mor- 
phology as a function of the control parameters3x’-lo. 
Such a diagram is reminiscent of a phase diagram. In 
what follows we will extend this analogy as we at- 
tempt to provide a first characterization of the nature 
of morphology transitions”. 
Part of the beauty of the field of interfacial pat- 
tern formation and morphology selection has been 
the complementary development of simple theoretical 
models and experimental systems to expose the under- 
lying physics. At the outset, the first clear demonstra- 
tions of the singular nature of microscopic surface ten- 
sion and anisotropy in morphology selection emerged 
from computer solutions of local models of solidifi- 
cation. Both the boundary-layer model” (BLM) and 
the geometrical model I3 demonstrated that anisotropy 
in either the surface tension or the growth kinetics is 
the singular perturbation required to stabilize den- 
dritic growth in local models, while surface tension 
alone gives rise to tip-splitting growth. Also, it was in 
local models that the problem of dendritic growth ve- 
locity selection was first resolved’4~15. Although these 
results have now been also achieved for the full non- 
local diffusion problem 16,17*1s, the appeal of the local 
models remains two-fold: first there is their past suc- 
cess in including the correct fundamental physics; sec- 
ond, as was their initial attraction, the local models 
are computationally tractable. For these reasons, we 
have adopted the boundary-layer model for solidifica- 
tion as our testbed for morphology transitions. Below 
we find that within the BLM what we will call first- 
and second-order-like morphology transitions can oc- 
cur depending upon the nature of the microscopic 
dynamics. Relying upon the morphology correspon- 
dence discussed above, and the prior predictive power 
of the BLM, we will then reason by analogy to under- 
stand such transitions in real systems. 
The morphologies herein considered are experi- 
mentally observed on many length scales and in many 
different systems. Thus, in Fig. 1 the DBM which re- 
sults when anisotropy is too weak to stabilize fac~:tetl 
or dendritic growth is shown on length scales vary- 
ing from microns to decimeters. Similarly, in Fig. 2 
we have dendrites on a comparable range of length 
scales. Though observable in a wide range of sys- 
tems, the paradigmatic experiments selected to stiicly 
morphology development a.re Hele-Shaw viscous fluitl 
displacement3~g~‘0*‘g-22 and electrochemical deposi- 
tion7J’,23. Albeit a contrived system to demonstrate 
the importance of the “microscopic” dynamics of ki- 
netic growth and surface tension in morphology selec- 
tion, modified Hele-Shaw cells have proven a particu- 
larly lucid method to demonstrate the effects of ani- 
sotropy, and provided an important means to develop 
intuition as to the dominant effects in morphology dr- 
termination. For this reason, our primary experiment 
to demonstrate morphology regimes and transitions in 
the body of this paper will be Hele-Shaw in a variety 
of modes. On the other hand, electrochemical depo- 
sition (ECD), though a less easily controlled system, 
is a true example of the results of the competition be- 
tween microscopic dynamics and a macroscopic driv- 
ing force. Variation of the anion employed enables 
the study of different microscopic anisotropy, kinetics 
and surface tension. Thus, the results from hexago- 
nal Zn and fee Cu show different morphologies at the 
same applied voltage, and the interplay of the macro- 
scopic applied voltage and the microscopic dynamics 
has even been shown to give rise to a new metastable 
phase in Zn*. For these reasons we will also dra,w on 
our ECD results as support for our hypotheses. 
In what follows we will focus on two related ques- 
tions. First, we will present a study of the morphology 
which is observed to evolve in diffusion-controlled sys- 
tems with weak or vanishing effective anisotropy: this 
is the DBM. We will review our earlier study of the 
DBM in the Hele-Shaw cell and the importance of ki- 
netic effects in the dynamics of the interface of the 
DBM’. We further elaborate on our linear stability 
analysis of the DBM interface, and our hypothesis of 
the dominance of the fastest growing mode. In addi- 
tion, we present new supporting evidence for our un- 
derstanding of the DBM found by performing a power 
spectrum analysis of the structure. .4fter this analy- 
sis of the DBM we will focus on morphology transi- 
tions in the Hele-Shaw cell in the presence of aniso- 
tropy. Details of the morphology diagram in Fig. 3 
will be provided with an emphasis on the dynamics 
of growth, and the reappearance of apparent DBM 
growth between regimes of dendritic growth which are 
alternately stabilized by surface tension and kinetic 
effects, These experimental observations will then be 
examined within the BLM model in order to charac- 
terize the nature of the morphology transitions. This 
motivates our hypothesis that just as it is the fastest 
growing needle crystal which is the stable and selected 
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Fig. 1: The dense branching morphology as observed 
in several different systems. (a) The DBM generated 
in a Hrle-Shaw cell by injecting water into glycerol. 
(b) Generation of the DBM by injection of oxygen 
at constant pressure into a Hele-Shaw cell filled with 
&~cerol. The diameter of the cell in pictures (a) and 
(b) is 23”. (c) The DBM as observed during annealing 
of Alo.4Geo.s. The diameter is zz 30~. (d) A DBM 
produced during electrodeposition in 0.4 M C&504 at 
i’Volts after 140 sec. The diameter of the electrode- 
posit is roughly 2 cm. 
one, so more generally it is the fastest growing mor- 
~)hology which is selected. We have found that as in 
thr case of phase transitions, morphology transitions 
in the BLM can be either continuous or discontinuous, 
;IS characterized by a continuous transition in the se- 
kcted velocity of growth or a sudden jump in this 
\-rlocity. Thus. the surface tension dendrites and ki- 
uet,ic (lendrites observed in the Hele-Shaw experiment 
have analogues in the BLM. Finally, we speculate as 
to the implications this may have experiment,ally and 
present our new experimental evidence for the charac- 
terization of the morphology transition by the selected 
velocity in ECD experiments”. 
The Dense-Branching Morphology 
in the Hele-Shaw Cell 
In the absence of sufficient anisotropy to pro- 
duce dendritic growth repeated tip-splittings don& 
nate the interfacial dynamics in diffusion-controlled 
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Fig. 2: Dendritic growths. (a) Dendrites in an ani- 
sotropic Hele-Shaw cell with four-fold symmetry. (b) 
Dendrites in an anisotropic Hele-Shaw cell with six- 
growth. The result is a dense branching morphology 
(DBM) characterized by a circular envelope modu- 
lated by leading branch tips6. As shown in Fig. 1, the 
DBM is observed on length scales varying over six or- 
ders of magnitude in two dimensional systems. In ad- 
dition to the examples displayed here, the DBM is ob- 
served in phospholipid solidification’*, Hele-Shaw in 
liquid crystals’0~22, and dielectric breakdown25. More- 
over, it has now been argued that this morphology 
can be identified in three-dimensional systems such 
as spherulites6>26. 
The emergence of the dense branching morphol- 
ogy differs from a previous hypothesis”g that tip- 
splitting dynamics would give rise to a fractal mor- 
phology like that obtained in simulations of diffusion- 
limited aggregation (DLA)4. This hypothesis had been 
found consistent with simulations of DLA with sur- 
face tension27,2s, a numerical solution to the Hele- 
Shaw equations*‘, a deterministic algorithm for on- 
lattice aggregation3’, an experiment in a small radial 
Hele-Shaw ce113, a Hele-Shaw experiment employing 
non-Newtonian fluids*l, and electrochemical deposi- 
tion experiments 23f31. By contrast, the dense branch- 
fold anisotropy. The length of a dendrite is z 4 cm. 
(c) Dendrites in electrochemical deposition. The den- 
drite arms are roughly 1 cm in length. 
ing morphology is not fractal: the lacunae do not scale 
with the size of the object and the DBM is of Eu- 
clidean dimension. However, our stability analysis6s3* 
indicates that the initial branching rate of the DBM 
is similar to that of the DLA morphology. Based on 
the linear stability analysis presented below the DLA 
morphology identified in these systems can be viewed 
as the limit of the DBM for vanishing effective surface 
tension as defined below. This is the limit in which 
the branching rate of the DBM, as obtained from the 
stability analysis, reduces to that obtained earlier for 
DLA. 
The Hele-Shaw experiment we performed to study 
the dense-branching morphology was done in a cell 
with Paterson’s radial geometrylg. Recall that in gen- 
eral a Hele-Shaw cell is constructed so as to be able 
to inject a less viscous fluid into a more viscous one 
with the fluids forming a two-dimensional layer be- 
tween two plates. In our experiment the plates were 
plexiglass with the upper one 3/4” thick and 23” in 
diameter; the lower plate was a square sheet 1” thick. 
The two plates were flat to a tolerance of approx- 
imately 0.005”. The range of spacings betwen the 
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Fig. 3: Morphology diagram for a six-fold anistropic 
Hele-Shaw cell. Here Pi is the applied pressure mea- 
siired roughly in centimeters of Hg (the actual manome- 
ter fluid was a light oil). The anisotropy of the cell 
is measured by the ratio @ = bi/(bs + br) where bi 
is the depth of the grooves (0.015”) and bo is the ad- 
ditional spacing between the top plate and the top of 
t,he grooved plate. The morphology regions are: I ~ 
faceted growth; II - surface tension dendritic growth; 
III - tip-splitting growth; IV - kinetic dendritic growth. 
Cross-hatching of curves separating labelled morphol- 
ogy regions indicates possible existence of narrow rr- 
gions of other morphologies. E.g., as mentioned in 
the text between regions I and II there is evidence for 
DBM growth. 
plates used was 0.4 - 0.8 mm. Our viscous fluid was 
piire i\CS glycerol. We worked at a temperature of 
T = 22 f 0.2”C with a corresponding viscosity, 1, of 
the glycerol of 1200 centipoise. The less viscous fluids 
injected at the center of the cell were oxygen gas (at 
constant pressure) and water (constant flow rate). For 
the gas injection, the variation of pressure during the 
experiment was x 2 mm of Hg. We repeated the ex- 
periment for pressures ranging from 50 to 150 mm of 
Hg. In order to avoid lifting of the plates (the applied 
force was up to zz 2000 nt) six 6” C-clamps were ap- 
plied symmet,rically around the boundary, and metal 
bars were clamped diametrically across the cell above 
and below each other. The same basic morphology 
was observed in all cases with the minimum length 
scale varying as a function of the spacing33. An ex- 
ample of the pattern is shown in Fig. l(b). The stable 
circular envelope observed repeatedly developed even 
under less than perfect conditions. 
When water was injected into the glycerol the 
same morphology developed. This experiment was 
performed at constant flow rates of the water rang- 
ing from 25 - 250 ml/mm. Due to the miscibility of 
water and glycerol, there is no equilibrium surface ten- 
sion but a dynamic interfacial tension resulting from 
a competition of the time scales for the advance of the 
interface and the diffusion rates between the two flu- 
ids. The effect of this reduced surface tension as seen 
in a comparison of Figs. l(a) and l(b) is to produce a 
more open structure. The noisy bumps on the main 
stalks are also observed to be more pronounced than 
in the air into glycerol pattern. 
As a first step in understanding the dense branch- 
ing morphology, we did a linear stability analysis for 
the interface between the two fluids in analogy to a 
hiullins-Sekerka analysis34. A new element in our 
analysis was the inclusion of a kinetic term in the 
interfacial boundary condition. Such a kinetic term 
has proven important in explaining dendritic growth 
in solidification’“, and, as will be shown below, gives 
rise to dendritic growth distinct from that arising from 
surface tension alone in anisotropic Hele-Shaw exper- 
iments”. The Gibbs-Thomson relation including a 
kinetic term proportional to the normal velocity of 
the interface, u,. is”: 
where p, the pressure in the fluid at the interface. 
pi is the pressure applied to the less viscous fluid . 
do is twice the interfacial surface tension (for glyc- 
erol do = 126 dyn/cm), IC is the curvature of the in- 
terface. fi is unit normal to the interface in the d- 
rection of the more viscous fluid, and the pressure 
field p(r,0) satisfies Laplace’s equation. It has been 
shown35 that under the assumption that Hele-Shaw 
flow occurs with a uniform wetting layer of fluid left 
by the receding more viscous fluid the exponent is 
y = 2/3. In addition, for the case where the more 
viscous fluid is non-Newtonian y appropriate to that 
fluid is expected”. For convenience, and also because 
we don’t believe the precise value of the exponent is 
critical to the fundamental behavior of the interfacial 
development, in what follows we have taken 7 =: 1.0. 
In this case the time development of a perturbed en 
velope R,(B) = R + S, cos(m0) is given by: 
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Fig. 4: Plots of the fastest growing mode as a func- 
t,ion of s for different values of 13. The parameter 
E = 1.G x 10’ as determined using do = 1% dynes/cm, 
b = 0.4 mm, Ro = 23”, andpg --PO = 50 mm Hg. ( -) 
is for /3 = 0.1; (. .) is for /? = 1.0; and (- - - - ) is 
for d = 0.01. The (+) points designate t,he number of 
experimentally counted main branches mg for air into 
glycerol in an experiment with the above parameters. 
We estimate the value of 13 in this experiment to be 
_ 0.1 using an heuristic argument. In the direction 
normal to the plates the viscous fluid front’s profile 
can be approximated by a parabola. The fluid “left 
behind” the advancing parabolic tip is a narrow wet- 
ting layer. In order for this layer to advance as well, 
there must be an additional pressure drop on the fluid 
side of the interface. As an order of magnitude, esti- 
mate the width of this wetting layer as roughly 0.1 of 
the plate spacing. It follows that if the wetting layer 
is to move with the tip then fi _ 0.1. 
where [ = (ps - po)/(do/&); 0 = @b’/(l%~&); and 
.c = R/Ro. Here po is the pressure at the radius & 
(t,he radius of the cell), b is the plate spacing, and 
q is t,he viscosity. Implicit in such a stability anal- 
ysis is that the interface is subject to a weak white 
noise, i.e., random fluctuations which do not swamp 
the microscopic dynamics of surface tension and ki- 
netic effects. .4 study of (3) shows that there exists 
a fast,est growing mode, m*(r), which maximizes cy,,,. 
We have proposed6 that the observed number of ma- 
jor branches, mb, can be approximated by nz*( .r). Our 
hypothesis is motivated by the results of the Rayleigh 
B&lard and Couette-Taylor experiments where the se 
lected wavelength, determined by nonlinear effects, is 
close to that of the fa.stest growing mode in the vicin 
ity of the critical Reynolds number. Fig. 4 sl~ows 
the agreement of the fastest growing mo~le hyl)otii 
e& Lvith results of our Hcle-Shaw csI)~Gi~‘ut. Tht, 
value of UT* is dct,erminctl by the interplay 1 )etnl,<,ir 
t,hr stal)ilizing effect of bot,h the c+Fective surfac(b ten 
c-1 iion j i.e., \ ) and kinetic t,crrni, and the (lcstal,i 
lizing effect of t,he diffusion field. In this context, thf, 
much greater branching observed iu c-lrctror.hcI~lic;ll 
deposition’s’ corresponds to a substant,i:tlly Smalley 
effective surface tension. Similar such agrermrut with 
the fastest growing mode hypothesis has most recently 
been found iu experiments using liquid crystals in a 
Hele-Shaw cell*‘. 
The results of the stability analysis can be tested 
further. The DBM interface shows substantially more 
structure than just that of ‘major” branches. There 
is additioual modulation corresponding to slow viiri- 
ations in the interface, as well as finer structure cor- 
responding to branch splitting. The relative rate of 
growth of perturbations that results from the linear 
st,ability analysis not only specifies the fastest grow- 
ing mode, but also the relative rate of growth of other 
modes, as well as t,he high mode cutoff above which all 
modes are stable. That the branching rate as a func- 
tion of the radius is indeed iu accord with the linear 
stability analysis can be checked by taking the power 
spectrum of the DBM pattern, and comparing the ob- 
served modes and their relative magnitudes with the 
stabilit,y analysis. To measure the power spectrum of 
thr branching rate we took a circular ring within the 
envelope of the iuterface, autl digitized the density at 
this radius. Since the units of the power spectrum 
are arbitrary, we scaled it, so that its maximum peak 
would be nearly (i.e., to within the accuracy of the 
abscissa digitization) the height of the fastest growing 
mode on the scale of CL. .4s seen in Fig. 5, the result 
is that the linear stability analysis does indeed pro- 
vidr a useful prediction of the relative magnitudes of 
the ol)served modes, and a reliable high mode cutoff. 
The power spectrum measured for the full interface’” 
is similar to that in Fig. 5. Our method of measuring 
the power spectrum of the branching suppressed low 
modes ab znitio: a cut at a fixed radilis necessarily 
eliminates long wavelength distortions of the entire 
structure. lie have also done a crude power spectrum 
analysis of the entire envelope; in this the low modes 
,I, < n1* rc-rmrrgetl. Finally. the reslilts of the power 
spcct~rum analysis justify after the fact t,hc assump- 
tion of the weak, white noise made for the stability 
analysis”‘. 
Ecluation (2) can be further used to study the 
parameter regimes in which the branching st,rrictine 
of the DBM has previously been analyzed as a frac 
tal object. For a fractal object the branching rate 
behaves like _ .i D-1 where D is t,he frwctnl rlimrir~ 
sion. Although t,hr DBlU is not fract,al. we ~‘an 11se 
,,I* (.r ) t,o coiiip~ite au effective branching rspoueut : 
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Fig. 5: Plot of the power spectrum described in the 
text for the DBM as measured at z x 0.5 with 01 as 
computed from equation (3) superimposed. Parame- 
tr’rs arta the same as in Fig. 4. 
I/~.c) E ~Ilog,nz*/dlog,.~. As shown in Fig. 6, for a 
wide range of parameters, for .E x 0.1 (the definition 
of Y(Z I is meaningless for smaller z), v is approxi- 
mately 0.7. Thus, in this range the DBM may display 
the mass distribution of the DLA morphology in both 
simulational and experimental studies. However, I/( 1) 
increases with I and equals 1.0 for a value I,. Reg- 
ular branching in two dimensions is not possible for 
11 > 1.0. At this crossover point we can speculate on 
the existence of a change in structure of the morphol- 
ogy. Predicting the nature of such a change is beyond 
the scope of linear stability analysis and requires a 
nonlinear study3’. However. the point .r, can be cal- 
clrlated. Doing so we find that s, depends very weakly 
on [ and, for 0.05 < d < 0.5% s, ranges from 0.4 to 
0.8. Finally, in the limit of vanishing effective surface 
tension (do/R” -+ 0) < -+ cc and a, N (m - 1): in 
this limit m* diverges which according to our intcr- 
pretation corresponds to the DLA limit in agreement 
with an earlier conject,ure36. 
To conclude this srct,ion, we have shown that in 
(liffusion-controlled systems with weak effective aniso- 
tropy the dense-branching morphology evolves in the 
Hele-Shaw cell. Appearing as it does in such a wide 
variety of systems, the DBSI may be characterized as 
t.11~ coinplementary morphology to dendritic growth 
wit,11 the latter emerging in systems with larger ef- 
fective anisotropy. Analysis of the Hele-Shaw csper- 
iment, strongly suggests that the best way to charac- 
terize (lc,Ils~~-bratlchilla growth is by mb. the number 
0.L L 
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Fig. 6: Plot of v = d log m*/d log r vs. s for different 
values of the kinetic term. Parameters are the same 
as in Figs. 4 and 5. (--) is for d = 0.1: (. / is for 
;J = 1.0; and (- - - - ) is for ,i = 0.01. 
of branches at a given radius; that the fastest grow 
ing mode found by a linear stability analysis is a goori 
approximation to mb; that the power hpectrrun tlis- 
playing the branching rate is also in good agretmcnt 
with this stability analysis; and that kinetic cffccts 
must, be considered in determining the branching rate. 
Our analysis also suggests why the mass distribution 
of the DBM may be taken for that of thth DL.-\ mor- 
phology under certain esperimcntal contlit,ions, ant1 
is consistent with the evolution of DLA-like objects in 
the liniit of vanishing rffcctivc hlufacc tciision. 
Morphology Diagram for .~nihott.oI)il~ 
Hclc-Shaw Fl( I\, 
In the last section WC stlitlictl intcrfacial ~lcvcl 
opmcnt, as determined by surface tension and liinf~tic 
effects, but in the absence of anisotropy. \Ve now gcn 
eralize this and stltdy a Helc-Shaw system wit11 both 
surface tension nnd kinetic anisotro1~ie.i ’ ’ hlorcovcr. 
in the experiment described below these anisotropich 
are in competing directions resulting in t hc partic- 
ularly rich morphology diagram of Fig. 3. \Ve final 
that t,he competitive anisotropies permit a morph~& 
ogy regime of tip-splitting, which is probably dcnhe 
1,ranching growth. between dendrites which are stabi 
lized alternately by surface tension anihotropy ( ST.1 / 
nntl liinrtic anisotropy (KA). 
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Fig. 7: Morphologies corresponding to the morphol- ruling of the grooves. (c) Tip-splitting growth. In 
ogy diagram in the anisotropic Hele-Shaw cell. (a) a larger and more regular cell we assume that this 
Faceted growth. (b) Surface tension dendrites. With would be a dense-branching growth. (d) Kinetic den- 
careful inspection it is possible to observe that the drites. The needle crystals grow parallel to the ruled 
dendrite tips are pointed at an angle of 30” to the channels. 
al”. To review the experimental apparatus, air was 
pumped into glycerol which was used again as the 
viscous fluid. High purity glycerol (94%) dyed with 
food color was used. On the circular bottom plate, 
radius & = 25 cm., was ruled a regular six-fold lat- 
tice of grooves with depth bl = 0.015” and width 
0.03”. The effective anisotropy of the system, defined 
by b,/(bo + b, ), was varied by changing the spacing 
bo between the cell plates. The range for a! in the ex- 
periments was between 0.1 and 1.0. Pressures ranging 
up to 100 mm of Hg were applied from a large (M 5 
gallon) pressure reservoir. 
The classification of the morphologies was made 
at the time when the average interfacial radius R was 
half the radius of the circular plate Ro. Specification 
of the radius at the point of classification is neces- 
sary since the pressure field in the glycerol satisfies the 
Laplace equation V*p = 0. Thus, the effective driving 
force, proportional to (papplied - patm)/Rlog(R/&), 
increases with R with a consequent possible variation 
of morphology with time. In practice, this did not 
prove a problem in morphology identification. The 
morphologies observed, as a function of increasing ap- 
plied pressure at a fixed effective anisotropy, are as 
follows. 
At the lowest pressures applied faceted growth 
occurred (Fig. 7(a)). Flat interfaces that advanced 
a row at a time via nucleation and subsequent kink 
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propagation were observed. At slightly larger pres- 
sures both the nucleation time and the time for the 
propagation of a kink along the entire length of a facet 
become shorter, but with the nucleation time shorter 
than the propagation time. As a result, each face de- 
velops multiple propagating kinks. The upshot is an 
interface smooth on the scale of the interchannel spac- 
ing due to the overlap of the multiple kinks. However, 
the row by row advance is also sufficiently disturbed to 
produce roughness on a multiple channel scale. Char 
acterization of this dynamic morphology requires a 
larger system. In this regime, between faceted and 
drndritic growth, tip-splitting is observed. 
As the applied pressure is further increased the 
first transition to dendritic growth occurs. The un- 
derlying needle crystals point at a 30” angle to the 
direction of the lattice grooves (Fig. 7(b)). For rea- 
sons to be explained below, we designate these as 
surface tension anisotropy dendrites. With a con- 
tinued increase of pressure the selected morphology 
once again becomes tip-splitting (Fig. 7(c)). Presum- 
ably this is the DBM however, due to the small size 
of our cell. relative to the cell dimensions the typ- 
ical branch width is too large to produce the mm- 
tiple till-splitting necessary for a clear-cut identifica- 
tion. (On the other hand, in a demonstration cell with 
smaller interchannel spacing than in the experimental 
cell described above, it was possible to plainly iden- 
tify a range of DBM growth after the surface tension 
drndrite regime. ) Finally, at high driving force six- 
fold dendritic growth aligned with the channels occurs 
(Fig. 7(d)). These we refer to as kinetic dendrites. 
Between the DBM and kinetic dendrite regimes is a 
region in which the morphology is that of needle crys- 
tals without, side-branches. Within the resolution of 
our measurements (pressure steps of 5 - 10 mm Hg) 
the transition to needles from either the DBM or ki- 
netic dendrite sides is sharp. Nevertheless, at present 
WC identify kinetic dendrites and undecorated needle 
crystal growth as the same morphology. 
.4 tiualitative understanding of the morphology 
diagram can be arrived at by considering the interfa- 
cial boundary condition, and the velocity field of the 
Hf-le-Shaw cell. Respectively these are: 
can see that surface tension stabilizes dendrites at an 
angle of 30” to the channel grooves. This is because 
for a dendrite oriented in this direction the position 
of the interface is located where the effective distance 
between the plates is least thus minimizing the total 
surface area of the interface. Alternatively we can ex- 
press this by saying that the increase in surface energy 
attendant to tip formation in a deep groove suppresses 
dendritic growth parallel to the grooves since this is 
the direction in which the inter-facial area is maxi- 
mized by the third dimension. On the other hand. as 
can be seen from equation (5), the larger h along the 
channels favors larger velocity in these directions. The 
result is that for large driving forces the resultant ve- 
locities are sufficient for the kinetic term to stabilize 
dendritic growth parallel to the channels. Thr~s the 
experimental observation that near equilibrium sur- 
face tension is dominant, whereas further from equi- 
librium it is kinetic effects that are most important 
in the stabilization of the needle crystal tip necessary 
for dendritic growth. 
Additional qualitative morphological information 
is also indicated on the morphology diagram. At high 
applied pressure we observe stable dendrites whose 
st)ability is provided solely by the kinetic term in the 
boundary conditions. We emphasize that the shape of 
the morphologies which develop are sensitive to initial 
conditions, “Snowflakes” with 3, 6. or 12 branches 
are observed depending on the initial fastest, growing 
mode of the circle. As further support that, kinetic 
dendrites are due to the anisotropy in h. in 4.fold 
grooved cells the b” dependence of the intcrfacial vc’- 
locity gives rise to slower dendrites growing at 15” 
to the main kinetic dendrites observed growing dmg 
the channels. Finally. in the absence of plat,c spacing 
(bs = 0) we are in the limit of zero surface tension 
(except within the channels). In this case. DLA-likr 
structures are observed at low applied pressure con 
sistent with the notion that DLA is a zero efl’ectivr 
surface tension morphology, while at higher pressures 
dendritic-like or needle crystal-like strnctirres appear 
depending on the chamlel widths”“~“‘. 
Morphology Transitions in the Bollntlar~-L;ryc,r 
-h(O)2 
(‘,, = -vp.fi 
1371 (5) 
which are of the same form as equations (1) and (2) 
except that now the plate spacing b(8), the surface 
tension d(B). and the kinetic factor p(0) are all direc- 
tionally dependent. It is the resultant angle depen- 
dent competition between the terms d(e)& and P(0)t~ 
which gives rise to distinct kinetic and surface ten- 
sion dendrites. By a simple energetics argument we 
hlotivated by our Hele-Shaw results, we now draw 
upon the analogy established between the effects of 
anisotropy in interfacial pattern formation in the Hcle- 
Shaw cell. computer simulations. anal+ solutions 
of the full solidification problem’6~17. and local mod- 
els of solidification. and study the problem of the si- 
multaneous effect of bot,h surface tension and kinetic 
anisotropies in the boundary-layer model for solitli- 
fication. The BLM is sufficiently tractable mathe- 
matically that it can be solved in the three rcgimrs 
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found experimentally in anisotropic Hele-Shaw: sur- 
face tension anisotropy dominated dendritic growth, 
tip-splitting growth, and kinetic anisotropy dominated 
dendritic growth. The key feature which emerges from 
our analysis is that the velocity dependence on driv- 
ing force of dendrites stabilized by surface tension is 
substantially different from that of dendrites stabi- 
lized by kinetic effects. This difference in scaling pro- 
vides a qualitative explanation for morphology tran- 
sitions which agrees with the Hele-Shaw morphology 
diagram, the results of our electrochemical deposi- 
tion experiments, and previous experiments in crys- 
tallization from supersaturated solutions3*. It further 
strongly suggests methods for more meaningful and- 
ysis of current solidification experiments. Preliminary 
results from a solution of the full model of solidifica- 
tion for the selected needle crystal velocities for either 
surface tension anisotropy or kinetic anisotropy alone 
are consistent with this difference in scaling between 
selected velocities indicating that again the local BLM 
has captured the fundamental physics of morphol- 
ogy selection. And again, the relative mathematical 
tractability of the BLM allowed us to study not only 
the selected velocity of the dendritic morphology, but 
also the time-dependent development of the selected 
needle-crystal to determine its stability as was neces- 
sary for our analysis. 
For systems in which both surface tension and ki- 
netic anisotropy are present there are two possibilities: 
either the directional preference of kinetic effects and 
surface tension are the same or they are in competing 
directions. Since crystalline anisotropy is the micro- 
scopic source of both anisotropies it is to be expected 
that in most systems surface tension and kinetic ani- 
sotropy are aligned. On the other hand, we have ob- 
served the dramatic effect that competing anisotropies 
have on the morphology diagram of the anisotropic 
Hele-Shaw cell. Thus, that there is evidence for ki- 
netic anisotropy acting in competition with surface 
tension anisotropy far from equilibrium in other sys- 
tems is of great interest. In experiments of dendritic 
growth from supersaturated solutions Chan38 et al 
have observed substantial variation of the tip velocity 
and selected crystalline growth direction with increas- 
ing supersaturation. The results of this section will 
make it plausible that these observations are consis- 
tent with the competition between surface tension and 
kinetic anisotropies as observed in anisotropic Hele- 
Shaw, although we further recognize that in three- 
dimensional crystallization there is the additional com- 
plication of competition between different kinetic ani- 
sotropies. With this physical motivation we now study 
the selected needle crystal velocities for both aligned 
and competing anisotropies. 
The boundary conditions for solidification are very 
similar to those for anisotropic Hele-Shaw. The veloc- 
itp of interfacial advancc,l\, is dctrrmiiictl from thr 
equation of continuity for the heat generated at t,h(, 
interface during solidification and then diffused into 
the melt. (In the one-sided model adopted here dif- 
fusion of heat in the solid is ignored.) With the ma- 
terial constants L, the latent heat of fusion, D. the 
thermal diffusion coefficient, Cr,, the specific heat at 
constant pressure, and ?I the interface normal directed 
towards the melt, the normal velocity I,‘n of the inter- 
face satisfies’ : 
LV,, = -DC,( VT h), (6) 
We now assume that far from the growing solid the 
temperature of the melt is T, < T,+f with TM the 
melting temperature. The temperature equivalent of 
equation (5) is then the Gibbs-Thomson relationship 
with kinetic term describing the temperature distri 
bution at the interface between melt and solid: 
T, = TM - $d(B)Ii - -&~(O)r;, (7) 
P P 
where T, is the temperature at the interface surface, 
I( its curvature, and the angular dependences of the 
surface tension and the kinetic term are: 
d(0) = do(l - d, cos m(6’- 0,)) 
Here do is the capillary length; the isotropic kinetic 
coefficient is PO; dl and pi are dimensionless measures 
of the degree of the two anisotropies; m is the symme- 
try of the anisotropy; and, 0d and 0, are offset angles 
from the ?j axis for surface tension and kinetic effects 
respectively. A dimensional analysis of /3s suggests 
that it, is useful to think of it as dU-102-1 with 0 a 
characteristic frequency for kinetic attachment. 
Solution of the full solidification problem would 
aT 
require solution of the diffusion equation at = V’T 
with equations (6) and (7). By instead adopting the 
boundary-layer model, we make the approximation 
that within a decay length 1, the boundary-layer, the 
temperature field at the interface becomes Z’,. In 
terms of the undercooling A = C,(T~~ - T,)/L, this 
approximation is in principle valid only in the high 
undercooling limit, A x 1. The BLM variable of in- 
terest is H, the heat content per unit interfacial length 
(or per unit area in three dimensions), defined as: 
05 
H(S,t) = dz C,(T(S,z) -T,) 
where the integration variable z is the distance away 
from the surface measured along fi and S is the ar 
clength variable for the interface. This provides an 
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expression for the length 1 as H = CP(TB - T,)l. In 
two dimensions the time evolution of the field H is 
given as the sum of the latent heat generated, the 
hc,at necessary to bring the new portion of solid up 
tic, the temperature T, from T,, the diffusion of heat 
along the interface. and a geometrical term resulting 




= b;,(L - c’,(T, -T,)) 
n 
+ D&g) - IiVnH (8) 
where S and t are the arclength coordinate and time 
respectively. As time develops each interfacial point 
moves along the normal to the surface with veloc- 
ity V:,. The notation I,, refers to the fact that the 
derivative is evaluated using the infinitesimal differ- 
once dH as evaluated along this normal. This equa- 
tion must be coupled with the equations describing 
the geometrical evolution of the interface. Defining t^ 
and fi as the unit tangent and unit normal at a point 
on the interface, our sign conventions are that t^ x fi 
is normal to the page, fi is the outward normal of 
the interface, and with t,he orientation of li specified 
by its angle 0 relative to a fixed direction (typically 
the standard tj direction in the zcl/-plane), we define 
di 
the curvature K by ds = -Iifi. From this follows 
d8 
- = ii. Now let rt~% t) be the position of the in- 
dS 
terface as ljarametrized by u which is time indepen- 
dr’ 
dent. By definition - = tiV, defines the interfacial 
dt 
advance. Then it can be shown that: 
dS ’ 
x= [, J 
dS’Ii(S’,t)V,(S’,t) (9) 
tlIC(S(t), t) a2 
rlt 
= -(as;? + P)V,. (10) 
11 
[For more details on this differential geometry see Ref. 
13.1 These equations, coupled with the equation (8), 
completely define the time evolution of the interface 
and can be solved numerically. It was by this means 
that the first demonstration that anisotropy is re- 
qllired for dendritic growth was accomplished: with 
anisotropy these coupled equations produce a den- 
&tic interface; in the absence of anisotropy a tip- 
sljlitting interface evolves from these equations’. 
Experimentally observed dendrites possess an ml- 
&rlying parabolic shape if shorn of their side-branches 
This shape. called the needle-crystal, is preserved in 
time as the tip of the dendrite advances at what ap- 
pf>ars to bls a uniform velocity. It suggests that a 
stationary solution t,o the solidification equations ex- 
ists in a frame of reference moving with the noedle 
crystal. Of course, this cannot be a stationary framt* 
for the complete dendrite; in such a moving frame 
a dendrite must appear as a needle-crystal decorated 
with a train of side-branches which begin growing near 
the tip and then propagate backwards along the trunk 
of the needle. Nevertheless, consideration of the ox- 
istence and stability of the needle-crystal is a logical 
first step since its properties, especially the select4 
velocity, are close t,o those of the full dendrite. Fox 
the full solidification problem it is well-known thar 
for the interfacial boundary condition 7?, = T,\f such 
needle-crystal solutions exist. In two dimeusions thcsc, 
Ivantsov needle crystals3g,40 are parabolas such that 
for given undercooling specifying either the tip radiuh 
or the tip velocity fixes the other quantity. bllt a spew 
cific parabola is not selected by specifying the ml- 
dercooling alone. Part of the close correspondence, 
between the boundary-layer model and the full solid 
ification problem is that for the interfacial bo~mtlary 
condition of an isotherm at, the melting temperatures 
the BLh4 also possesses a set of parabolic Irantsov 
solutions’. These solutions arc 
where 1; is the velocity of the tip 
For many years an outstanding problem in llat- 
tern selection was how to determine the tip vrlocitl 
or radius of the physically selected needle-crystal. it 
solution expected to correspond closely to the dm 
dritic solution. Resolution of this problem was first 
achieved in the local models via the “microscopic solv 
ability criterion”‘2.‘3; this method has subsequent11 
been extended to the full solidification problem”. In 
the BLM the first step is to change reference frameh 
to the moving frame of the presumed needle-crystal. 
Assume that the needle-crystal tip is advancing with 
a constant velocity 16. Directly from the definition 
of the normal velocity of the interface. it follows that 
if each point on the interface advances parallel to t.ht* 
direction of the tip with velocity I;, then I,;,( S‘I = 
1;) cos0(S). Moreover. in the movine frame we 11~~ 
v< “L 
tions (8) and [ 10). in thr moving frame the nct~ll~ 
crystal is dt:fined by: 
Equation (12) with the moving frame expression fot 
1, can be llsed to eliminate $ from equation ( 11 ) 
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This then allows equation (11) to be written as three 
first order coupled nonlinear differential equations. For 
the numerical computation scheme it is useful to iII- 
traduce dimensionless fields as follows’: 
h = A3HIL -. 
do ’ 
) ( .  _  doI<. A3S do V, 
A3 ’ 
.j = -. 
do ’ 
p,, = L)a5; 
and u = C,(T,(s, t) - Z’,)/L. In terms of these fields 
equation (11) can be expressed as the system”: 
de -= 






- = 2A2Xvo sine + A’~~~usec6 
ds 
l-u x* 
- A4v02 CO82 e- - - - htme. (15) U U 
With initial conditions equations (13), (14), and (15) 
define a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the selected 
velocity of the needle-crystal. The problem is posed 
in terms of the value of X(0). For a needle-crystal so- 
lution to these equations to exist u, the dimensionless 
temperature at the surface, must be symmetric about 
the origin. This requires that X(0) = 0. For given 
parameters (i.e., A,dl, PO, and /?I) an eigenvalue ~0 
is now determined by integrating the equations from 
the initial conditions at 0 = x/2 (i.e., s -+ cc back 
to 6’ = 0 [i.e., s = 0) for a trial vo. If X(O), the so- 
called mismatch function, vanishes then the velocity 
eigenvalue, the selected velocity v* has been found. 
As a practical numerical matter, the mismatch func- 
tion never completely vanishes. However, one can in- 
tegrate the equations from the initial conditions to 
s = 0 (“shoot backwards”) and find the range of ~0 
over which X(0) changes sign. The selected velocity 
eigenvalue V* is then determined by interpolation. It 
is also possible for there to be more than one value of 
u. such that X(0) = 0. In this case it is the largest uo 
determined which corresponds to z,*~*. This method 
of determining U* constitutes the microscopic solvabil- 
ity condition as applied to the BLM. 
It remains to specify the initial conditions for 
these equations. This is accomplished by observing 
that equations (13)-( 15) possess fixed points at 0 = 
&r/2 (i.e., s = *co). It can be shown’,” that there 
is only one trajectory leading into these fixed points, 
and that this trajectory is asymptotically identical t,o 
the equivalent Ivantsov trajectory. Since at 0 = &r/2 
the needle crystal is expected to have vanishing cur- 
vature and normal velocity, the Ivantsov solution with 
the apec$ed needle-crystal velocity is asymptotically a 
better and better approximation to the needle-crystal 
sollltion. In princil)le this provides tlirx initial (‘on, ii 
tions of the Ivantsov sol&on at e = 7r/2 with K( 4 j = 
0, X(f) = 0. In practice. integrating over arclrngth 
from B = a/2 corresponds to an i&nit<> intctgral. so 
we take as large an initial H as numerically frasibl+, 
and evaluate the Ivantsov solution at that point to 
obtain the initial conditions for the shooting;. Typi- 
tally e f= 1.4 is chosen and the value obtained then 
checked at 0 E 1.45 or 1.50 for convergmcr. 
.4 precise comparison of the effects of surface tcall- 
sion and kinetic anisotropy on the value of IV* for a 
given system reqmres knowledge of t,hr parameters 
do, dl, bo, and til. Nevertheless, a qualit,ativcA UII- 
derstanding of their possible relative importance can 
be developed. In Fig. 8 selected velocities as a func- 
tion of undercooling A are plotted for the case of sis- 
fold symmetry and a range of surface tension and ki- 
nctic parameters with kinetic anisotropy and surface 
tension anisotropy alternately neglected in Figs. S(a) 
and 8(b). Although in the limit, of vanishing Peclet 
number (A + 0) the selected velocity I.* - A.‘. the 
log-log presentation of tlic) higher undercooling rrgimr 
studied here shows that surface tension anisotrop> 
and kinetic anisotropy give risr to I’* scaling with 
A wit,h a rough difference in rxponents of z 3. Thcz 
parameter reginir chosen is such that there is a sig- 
nificant overlap in I’* betwvcen the t\vo casts. ;1 ~~11~ 
parison of Figs. 8(a) and S(b) shows that while at low 
undercooling surface tension anisotropy selects larger 
V‘ than kinetic anisotropy. the larger exponent for 
kinetic anisotropy determined V’ results in t,his R’- 
versing at larger A. Thus, in systems where both sur- 
face tension and kinetic effects are of the Sam<‘ order 
of magnitude, at low driving force STA will be dam- 
inant in determining the sekctcd velocit,y. whereas 
at high driving force 1,” will be predominantly de- 
termined by kinetic effects. For intermediate driv- 
ing forces whether the two anisotropies arc aligned OI 
competing will be critical to the value of the selected 
morphology and I”. This scenario corresponds pre- 
cisely to what our anisotropic Hcle-Shaw observations. 
Moreover. as one would hope, t,he conclusions drawn 
above from the local BLM are now supported by pre- 
liminary work solving the full diffusion problem. Our 
initial numeric studies of the dependence of 1.’ shows 
roughly the same diffcsrence in scaling as a function 
of undercooling between surface tension and kinetic 
itnisot,ropies. For this reason, we expect that the ana- 
logues of Figs. S and 0 will br obtained for the full 
diffusion equation. 
As sket,ched, the different undercooling tlepe11~ 
dence of V* for STA and K-4 stabilized dendrites has 
important implications for morphological transitions. 
For a particular set of parameters, Fig. 3 is a stlltly of 
the selected needle crystal velocity for the two diffcr- 
ent cases of aligned and competing anisotropirs. For 
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Fig. S: Log-log plots of the selected velocity I’* as 
a flmction of the undercooling A in the BLM for dif- 
ffrrnt values of the anisotropy. Here 1” is measured 
in units of D/do. The straight lines through the com- 
11Lned values of I,‘* are least squares fits. The fits were 
(lone over the range 0.2 < A < 0.4. (a)Surface tension 
anisotropy selected velocities computed for different 
\alucs of (Ii (da = 1.0. do = l.O,pi = 0). Beginning 
Tvith the lowermost set of data points the values of dl 
;lrc 0.02. U.OC, 0.20. 0.40. and O.SO. The bracketing 
\alucs of the best fits are for dl = 0.02.1'* - A5.64 
amI for rlr = 0.80, I’* - A’.“. (b) Kinetic anistropy 
sclectcd velocities computed for different values of pi 
(& = l.O.dl = 0.0,,!3,, = 1.0). Beginning with the 
loxvermost set, of data points the values of /?r are 0.10, 
0.20, and O.SO. The bracketing values of the best fits 
i,rc for 8, .= 0.10. I,‘* - A”.“’ and for pi = 0.60, V* - 
\7 ZG 
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Fig. 9: Aligned and competing anisotropies for @s = 
l.O,9r = 0.4,& = 1.0, and dr = 0.20. The scaled 
velocity v* = - dovn is plotted vs. A. (- - - -)’ f is or 
aligned anisotE$zs (0, = 8d = 0). ( ) is for sur- 
face tension anisotropy alone ( do = Bo = 1, $1 = 0. 
and dl = 0.20). (. ) is for kinetic anisotropy alone 
(do = PO = I, dr = 0, and /!?I = 0.40). (0) [I* 
as determined assuming a surface tension needle crys- 
tal [ed = 0 and 08 = 0.5236. (+) II* as deter- 
mined assuming a kinetic needle crystal ( 614 = O.523(3 
and 8beta = 0, Curve ( - - - - - .- .- - - ) 
is our hypothesized V* for the tip-splitting DBM in 
terface found between the surface tension and kinetic 
anistropy regimes. Numerical solution of the BLM for 
the development of the interface in time shows that 
at A = 0.45 the needle crystal evolves into a den- 
drite. while at A = 0.475 the needle crystal is unsta- 
ble and tipsplitting growth occurs. [K.B.: A slightly 
different form of the surface tension anisotropy was 
used for the computations of U* than that presented 
in the text. Computations were done with: d(H) = 
&( 1 - dr (‘0s m(@ - #d))/(da + t& ). ] 
aligned anisotropies, there is a crossover in the slope 
of log V* vs. log A around A = 0.56. This is the shift 
in the source of the needle crystal stabilization from 
surface tension to kinetic stabilization. By analogy 
to the Hele-Shaw case. we refer to this as the tran- 
sition between surface tension dendrites and kinetic 
dendrites. Although the selected morphology remains 
dendritic throughout this range of parameters, as we 
have verified by studying the time dependent evo- 
lution of the selected needle crystal, the underlying 
physics has changed with implications for dendritic 
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single crystal growth in real syst,ems. Moreover, such 
a crossover in the slope of the velocity should be ex- 
perimentally verifiable. 
For the case of competing anisotropies the ques- 
tion arises as to the interpretation of the direction of 
the needle crystal tip. Competing anisotropies mean 
that Bd and 6~ are unequal. On physical grounds, 
and justified by our simulations, we can choose one of 
them as zero. This is tantamount to assuming that the 
needle-crystal is stabilized either by surface tension 
anisotropy (0d = 0) or by kinetic anisotropy (6’~ = 0), 
and is not oriented somewhere in between. Needle 
crystals stabilized in the former fashion we designate 
as surface tension needle crystals, those stabililzed in 
the latter manner are kinetic needle crystals. Selected 
velocities are now sought for given A with either ori- 
entation, i.e., either Bd = 0 or 68 = 0. As seen in 
Fig. 9 this leads to the possibility of two selected ve- 
locities for the same undercooling. In particular, se- 
lected velocities for surface tension dendrites exist in 
the undercooling regime where the kinetic needle crys- 
tal velocity is greater. What we find is that in this 
case the smaller velocity corresponds to an unstable 
solution which tip-splits when allowed to develop in 
time. 
With this understanding of the needle crystal in 
the presence of anisotropies, we now consider the case 
of six-fold anisotropy but with the surface tension 
and kinetic anisotropies offset by 30”. As seen in 
Fig. 9, the result is that in the region where the two 
anisotropies are of comparable strengths, as judged 
by the fact that either alone would produce the same 
selected velocity, the selected velocity shows first a 
precipitous decline producing a “gap” in which the se- 
lected needle crystal is unstable (as determined from 
its time-dependent evolution), and then a sudden in- 
crease. To the accuracy of our computations we find 
that starting from a surface tension stabilized tip there 
is always a selected velocity over a broad range of un- 
dercooling. However, as observed above, in the region 
of undercooling in which we show two values of U* the 
smaller u* is unstable and tip-splits as determined by 
the time dependent evolution of the needle crystal. By 
contrast, there is a minimum value of A such that be- 
low this value there is no selected velocity for kinetic 
anisotropy stabilized needle crystals. 
Our interpretation of Fig. 9 is that after a regime 
of surface tension dendrites at moderate undercooling, 
the competition between the two anisotropies opens a 
region of tip-splitting, and dense-branching growth. 
By analogy to the selection rule for dendrites that the 
fastest growing needle crystal is the selected one, we 
now generalize and say that it is the fastest growing 
morphology which is the selected. Thus, in this gap 
between dendrites we have sketched a hypothetical 
curve for the selected velocity for DBM growth. The 
I,ehavior of the (a* transit icm lwtwccu smfi~w tfxni~,ri 
dendrites and the DB?I1, and the t ransit,ion bet \s~~‘n 
t,he DBM and kinetic drndritic growth lend us to 11ri~w 
an analogy between these morphology transitions aiul 
a thermodynamic phase transitions. Ji7e ~iiggest that, 
the transition from surface tension tlmdrit,ic growth 
to DBM growth is analogous to a second order phast, 
transition: we expect the selected velocity to be con 
tinuous as a function of undercooling. but to shorn a 
discontinuity in its slope. In keeping with this anal- 
ogy, the transition from DBM growth to kinetic den 
drites may be first order if there is a jump in ts*. It is 
at least a second-order like transition since from the 
kinetic stabilized side of the slope of the u* diverges at 
the reentrant transition from tip-splitting t,o dendritic 
growth 
Experimental Morphology Transitions 
and Electrochemical Deposition 
In the last section we provided a qualitative un 
derstanding for the observed morphology transitions 
in the anisotropic Hele-Shaw cell by studying the cor- 
respondence between the selected interfacial velocity 
and the selected morphology in a model for solidifi- 
cation. Although there is a dearth of experimental 
examples of measurement of the velocity of growth as 
a function of driving force, we now briefly consider two 
other examples of which we are aware: our own exper- 
iments in electrochemical deposition and the data of 
Chan et a13* for the case of supersaturated solutions. 
Chan et al report that during crystallization from 
a supersaturated NHICl solution both the velocity of 
the observed dendrites and the crystal face presented 
by the growing dendrites varies with the supersatura- 
tion The measure of supersaturation was the dimen- 
sionless quantity H = (c, - cs)/ra where c, is the 
NH4C1 solution interface of a XHdCl crystal. Four 
regimes of growth were reported: 
1. For 0.0 < II < 0.08 dendrites with the < 100 > 
crystal face orientation were observed to grow 
with a velocity increasing to z 50p/set. 
2. For 0.08 < II < 0.15 the growth is tip-splitting 
dendritic, i.e., the advancing dendritic tip splits 
spawns two < 100 > dendrites, one of which 
eventually overwhelms the other. The velocity 
in this regime is constant at z 50p/set. Onset 
of the unstable growth is reported to be marked 
by a kink in the V vs. II plot. 
3. Subsequent to dendritic tip-splitting growth, over 
the range 0.15 < II < 0.22 dendrites with < 
110 > crystal face orientation grow. The velocity 
gradually increases to 120 p/set. 
4. At II z 0.22 there is a discontinuous jump in the 
growth velocity as dendritic growth with < 111 > 
orientation begins. The jump is from 120 ~/XC to 
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600 p/set. By comparison to the lower II regimes 
after the jump the velocity increases rapidly ap- 
pearing linear in II with a slope of 2400/l/set. 
In the language developed in the sections above, it 
appears that the competition between < 100 > and 
< 110 > growth give rise to the unstable dendritic 
t,ip-splitting growth although Ghan et al do not report 
c 110 > growth in this regime. Unlike the Hele-Shaw 
case and the BLM competing anisotropy simulation, 
it appears that for crystallization of NHICl the ef- 
fcctive anisotropy is too strong to admit DBM tip- 
sI)litting growth. However, the observed discontinu- 
ity in the slope of velocity vs. supersaturation sug- 
gests what we would designate a first-order morphol- 
ogy transition between the stable < 100 > dendritic 
growth and dendritic tip-splitting. In passing we note 
that, we too have observed such unstable dendritic tip- 
splitting growth during electrochemical deposition ex- 
periments in a capillary tube4’. The fact that the 
t,ransition from dendritic tip-splitting to < 110 > 
growth is accompanied by at most a weak disconti- 
nuity suggests strongly to us that in the tip-splitting 
regime both < 100 > and < 110 > dendrites should 
he observed, at least close to the transition supersat- 
uration II = 0.15. Finally, the abrupt jump transi- 
tion between < 110 > and < 111 > growth with the 
accompanying dramatic change in slope strongly re- 
sembles the first-order morphology transition for the 
onset of kinetic anisotropy growth shown in Fig. 9 
although in this case the transition is due to compe- 
tltion between kinetic anisotropies. The greater va- 
rlety of possible effects due to crystalline anisotropy 
iu three-dimensions emphasizes the limitiations of the 
two-dimensional BLM results. Nevertheless, it ap- 
pears that many of the characteristics of crystalliza- 
tion from supersaturated solutions fit into the frame- 
work of morphology transitions we have sketched. 
‘IlYe now discuss our own measurements of inter- 
facial velocity and morphology transitions made dur- 
ing growth by electrochemical deposition. The exper- 
imental apparatus is a refinement of that reported in 
Grier et a18. The diameter of the outer Cu ring elec- 
trode is 8.0 cm and the electrolyte is ZnSO4. In elec- 
trochemical deposition the driving force is the applied 
xyoltage, however the concentration of the electrolyte 
is also variable. This allows a study of the interface 
velocity and morphology transitions as a function of 
1)oth concentration and applied field. Fig. 10 shows 
the transition in the velocity of interfacial advance be- 
tween dense-branching and dendritic growth for two 
cffferent molarities of ZnS04 solution. Measurements 
of the velocity were made at a radius of 1.0 cm, i.e., in 
the notation of the DBM section, at x = 0.25. There 
is a clear change in slope for 2) vs. V at the tran- 
sition from DBM growth to dendritic growth. For 
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Fig. 10: Plots of the velocity of interfacial growth in 
electrochemical deposition. Velocities were measured 
at 2 = 0.25, i.e., at l/4 the cell radius. (a) ECD 
in 0.05M ZnSOh solution. Dense-branching growth is 
observed for voltages < 12 volts, and dendritic growth 
for voltages > 15volts. (b) Corresponding plot for 
O.lOM ZnSO4 solution. 
and in qualitative agreement with Fig. 9. At higher 
concentrations the transition becomes more gradual. 
In Fig. 11 we show the two morphologies at 0.05M. 
Both are examples of stable envelope growth, however 
Fig. 11(a) is a tip-splitting DBM while Fig. 11(b) is 
composed of dendrites. Further details and analysis 
of these results will be presented in Ref. 11. 
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(a> (b) 
Fig. 11: Morphologies as observed in 0.05M ZnSO,, 
solution. (a) DBM at 4.06 Volts. (b) Dendritic growth 
at 20.0 Voits. 
Conclusions 
In the above sections we have examined the prob- 
lem of morphology transitions in diffusion-controlled 
systems. We have shown that morphology transitions 
in the boundary-layer model may be either continu- 
ous or discontinuous m characterized by the selected 
needle crystal velocity. For the case of competing 
anisotropies we have further found that tip-splitting 
growth may arise as a result of competition between 
surface tension and kinetic anisotropies. Throughout 
we developed intuition and drew strong support for 
our theoretical model of morphology transitions and 
by making comparison to our anisotropic Hele-Shaw 
and electrochemical deposition experiments. The work 
presented here is at best a first preliminary attempt 
to characterize morphology transitions quantitatively. 
Much theoretical and experimental research remains to 
be done. In particular, more emphasis must be devoted 
to microscopic material transitions which accompany 
the macroscopic interfacial morphology transitions we 
emphasized here. Such have already been reported in 
electrochemical deposition’. Generally we expect that 
the mathematically singular nature of the microscopic 
dynamics which emerges theoretically must translate 
into experimentally observable microscopic transitions 
to accompany the macroscopic morphology transitions 
of the interface. Thus future research must concentrate 
both on more measurements of such macroscopic quan- 
tities as the interface velocity and on the microscopic 
characterization of the interface and the bulk structure 
which grows. 
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